FOX NEWS:
Should Moderators Check Facts?

Sept 26, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

Fox News (yesterday) conducted the ridiculous interview of two major news people with the topic, “SHOULD MODERATORS CHECK FACTS?” See video below:

[Video Link]

The American Resistance Party state that NONE of the news moderators of any channel, of any radio station, of any newspaper nor magazine has the honesty or motivation to check any political fact. They have not been able to do it with the citizenship question of the illegal alien that sits in the white house, nor the run for POTUS that Canadian born Ted Cruz, nor the illegal run for President of John McCain, Bobby Jindal, Marco Rubio or George Romney. If they cannot determine that a person born in an alien country or born to a foreign national (making them NOT a Natural Born Citizen), how can they be trusted to FACT CHECK any other matter in question?
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